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This paper presents a non-intrusive framework for integrating existing unsteady partial
differential equation (PDE) solvers into a parallel-in-time simultaneous optimization algo-
rithm. The time-parallelization is provided by the non-intrusive software library XBraid [41],
which applies an iterative multigrid reduction technique to the time domain of existing time-
marching schemes for solving unsteady PDEs. Its general user-interface has been extended in
[19] for computing adjoint sensitivities such that gradients of output quantities with respect
to design changes can be computed parallel-in-time alongside with the primal PDE solution.
In this paper, the primal and adjoint XBraid iterations are embedded into a simultaneous
optimization framework, namely the One-shot method. In this method, design updates to-
wards optimality are employed after each state and adjoint update such that optimality and
feasibility of the design and the PDE solution are reached simultaneously. The time-parallel
optimization method is validated on an advection-dominated flow control problem which
shows significant speedup over a classical time-serial optimization algorithm.
Keywords: parallel-in-time; multigrid-in-time; one-shot optimization; simultaneous
optimization; unsteady PDEs; high performance computing
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1. Introduction
The aim of this paper is to develop a non-intrusive framework for reducing runtimes of
conventional gradient-based optimization algorithms for optimal control and optimiza-
tion with unsteady partial differential equations (PDEs). Applications in aerodynamics
include e.g. optimal active flow control, optimal shape design, inverse design or noise
reduction [1, 10, 28, 29, 36, 42].
Despite the rapid increase of high-performance computing resources, computational
runtimes associated with conventional optimization techniques are often tremendous and
can easily scale up to weeks or even a month (compare, e.g., [30, 31]). The high com-
putational costs associated with gradient-based optimization with unsteady PDEs can
be traced back to the following factors. First of all, the underlying unsteady dynam-
ics need to be resolved properly. Existing simulation tools for unsteady PDEs typically
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involve a time integration loop that propagates the state of the described dynamical
system forward in time, while solving nonlinear equations at each discrete time step.
Hence, computational costs can be tremendous and grow linearly with the time-domain
length. Second of all, sensitivity information needs to be calculated in each iteration of a
gradient-based optimization method. Here, the adjoint approach has become a powerful
tool to compute the gradient and its computational costs are comparable to that of a
pure simulation of the dynamics. When applied to unsteady PDEs, the adjoint approach
involves a reverse time integration loop that propagates sensitivities backwards through
the time domain [28, 35]. Hence, evaluating the gradient requires a forward loop in time
to approximate the PDE solution followed by a backwards-in-time loop for the adjoint.
If long time domains are considered, the serial forward and backward time propagation
become a major bottleneck for fast and scalable optimization algorithms – especially as
speedups on future computer architectures will require more concurrency, as clock speeds
remain stagnant.
Lastly, the choice of a suitable optimization technique often requires a careful trade-off
between the computational efficiency against the intrusiveness with respect to the un-
derlying PDE solver. Common approaches for unsteady PDE-constrained optimization
are so-called reduced-space optimization techniques that employ iterative design updates,
while a corresponding PDE solution is recovered after each design change. Thus, the PDE-
constraint is treated implicitly so that only minimal interactions of the optimizer and the
PDE solver is required. However, the repeated forward and backward time integrations
solving the PDE and the adjoint equations, respectively, entail an enormous runtime
overhead for the optimization, when compared to a pure simulation. To address this
issue, so-called full-space or simultaneous optimization approaches target reducing the
optimization overhead by integrating the simulation directly into the optimization pro-
cess, thus solving the unsteady PDE, the adjoint equations and the design optimization
problem simultaneously. However, these approaches often require major modifications to
the underlying simulation solver and are therefore far less commonly used for unsteady
PDE-constrained optimization.
This paper tackles the above challenges in the following way: In order to reduce the
runtime of the forward and the backward time loop, the unsteady PDE and corresponding
adjoint equations are enhanced by a parallel-in-time integration approach that distributes
the workload to multiple processors along the time domain. To this end, the non-intrusive
software library XBraid [41] is employed, which adds a time-parallel capability to exist-
ing serial time-stepping codes. XBraid accesses the time-stepping routine of the original
simulation code and applies an iterative multigrid reduction in time algorithm to the
space-time problem. It then converges to the same solution as the existing serial simu-
lation code, but can achieve a speedup due to new concurrency in the time domain. In
[19], XBraid’s multigrid iterations have been enhanced with the ability to compute dis-
crete adjoint sensitivities. Utilizing techniques from Automatic Differentiation (AD), the
adjoint code runs backwards through the primal XBraid computations and accumulates
sensitivity information parallel-in-time alongside the primal computations. Similar to the
primal interface, existing adjoint time-marching schemes can be integrated through an
extended adjoint user-interface such that a non-intrusive time-parallelization for existing
adjoint codes is achieved.
While [19] parallelized the state and adjoint solvers in time with XBraid, this paper
novelly integrates that work into the context of an optimization process. We choose
the non-intrusive simultaneous One-shot optimization method, because it reduces the
optimization overhead of common reduced-space optimization techniques, allowing for
greater speedups. The One-shot method has originally been developed for optimization
2
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with steady-state PDEs that are solved by fixed-point iterations [4, 16, 21, 33]. These
iterations are enhanced by adjoint and design updates such that design changes are
realized already at an early stage of the simulation process. In contrast to conventional
reduced-space optimization techniques, the simultaneous One-shot approach updates the
design based on an approximate gradient obtained by solving for the PDE, the adjoint
and the design optimization problem simultaneously.
In this paper, the simultaneous One-shot method is applied to the time-parallel fixed-
point iterations of XBraid’s multigrid scheme. As those iterations update the PDE state
over the entire time domain, they are well suited for integration into the non-intrusive
simultaneous One-shot framework. In this setting, design updates are performed based
on the approximate gradient that is available after each state and adjoint multigrid
iteration.
Introducing time-parallelization to optimization and optimal control of unsteady PDEs
is currently under active development. Recent approaches include, e.g., time-domain de-
composition methods as in [7, 22, 23], Schwarz preconditioner approaches [2, 15], as well
as preconditioners based on the parareal algorithm [9, 39]. In [17], the parallel-in-time
PFASST method is used to solve the primal and adjoint equation in an reduced-space
optimization approach for parabolic optimal control problems. XBraid offers some ad-
vantages, such as multigrid scalability due to multiple time-levels as well as non-intrusive
primal and adjoint user-interfaces, which allow for the re-use of existing simulation codes.
Combined with the non-intrusive framework of full-space One-shot optimization, these
strategies enable an easy transition from a conventional gradient-based optimization al-
gorithm to parallel-in-time simultaneous optimization.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the optimization problem with
unsteady PDE constraints. Conditions for optimality are displayed as well as a short dis-
cussion on conventional reduced-space optimization techniques which serve as a reference
for comparing runtimes of the time-parallel One-shot method. The time-parallelization
provided by XBraid is introduced for the forward- as well as backward-in-time state
and adjoint simulations, respectively, in Section 3. In Section 4, the primal and adjoint
XBraid iterations are integrated into the simultaneous One-shot optimization frame-
work. Finally, numerical results are discussed in Section 5 which applies the scheme to
an advection-dominated optimal control problem.
2. Optimization with unsteady PDEs
We assume that a simulation code of time-marching type for solving the underlying
unsteady PDE is available. Starting from a fixed initial condition u0 ∈ RM , the time-
marching simulation code propagates discretized states of the unsteady PDE forward
with discrete time steps:
u
i = Φi(ui−1,ui−2, . . . , ρ) for i = 1, . . . , N, (1)
where Φi : RM × Rp → RM denotes a time integration scheme. It successively computes
the discretized states ui ∈ RM at discrete time step 0 ≤ ti ≤ T based on information at
the previous time steps ui−1,ui−2, . . . , as well as certain design parameters ρ ∈ Rp that
determine the PDE state. As implicit time integration methods are often preferred due
to better stability properties, one application of the time-stepper Φi will likely require
solving nonlinear and linear equations iteratively at each time step, as for example in a
dual time-stepping framework [25]. In order to facilitate readability, the dependency on
3
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previous time steps other than ui−1 will be dropped for the rest of this paper.
To transition from simulation to optimization, an objective function J : RN×M ×
R
p → R is defined that measures the time-average of some instantaneous quantity of the
unsteady dynamics:
J(u, ρ) =
1
N
N∑
i=1
f(ui, ρ), (2)
where u := (u1, . . . ,uN ) ∈ RN×M and f : RM × Rp → R. The optimization task is then
to find an optimal combination of design ρ and state u that minimize J :
min
u,ρ
J(u,ρ)
s.t. ui = Φi(ui−1, ρ) ∀ i = 1, . . . , N,
(3)
using the initial condition u0.
The necessary optimality conditions for (3) can be derived using the corresponding
Lagrangian function
L(u, u¯, ρ) := J(u, ρ) +
N∑
i=1
(
u¯
i
)T (
Φi(ui−1, ρ)− ui
)
, (4)
where u¯ =
(
u¯
1, . . . , u¯N
)
∈ RN×M denote the so-called adjoint variables. At an optimal
point of the optimization problem (3), the derivative of the Lagrangian function with
respect to the state, the adjoint and the design variables is zero which leads to the
following set of equations (the KKT conditions [32]):
u
i = Φi(ui−1, ρ) ∀ i = 1, . . . , N (5)
u¯
i = ∇uiJ(u, ρ) +
(
∂uiΦ
i+1(ui, ρ)
)T
u¯
i+1 ∀ i = N, . . . , 1 (6)
0 = ∇ρJ(u, ρ) +
N∑
i=1
(
∂ρΦ
i(ui−1, ρ)
)T
u¯
i, (7)
where subscripts denote partial derivatives. Here, u0 is the fixed initial condition of the
state equations (5) and u¯N+1 := 0 serves as a terminal condition for the adjoint equa-
tions in (6). Starting from this terminal condition, the adjoint equations can be solved
successively moving backwards in time from tN , . . . , t1, given a fixed design parameter
ρ and the corresponding PDE state u. The adjoint variables u¯ can then be used to cal-
culate the right hand side of the so-called design equation in (7). This right hand side
reflects the total derivative of the objective function J with respect to design changes
and is therefore often referred to as the reduced gradient. Hence, the adjoint variables
can be interpreted as an auxiliary construct to calculate the sensitivity of the objective
function with respect to design changes. This sensitivity is used to modify the design
parameter ρ in an outer optimization cycle.
Conventional reduced-space optimization algorithms typically utilize a preconditioned
version of the reduced gradient in order to update the design variable. To that end, a
preconditioning matrix B−1k is chosen in each optimization iteration that approximates
the Hessian of the objective function. A common approach is to approximate it using
4
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low rank update schemes which are based on the reduced gradient, e.g. BFGS updates
[32]. A conventional reduced-space optimization algorithm then reads as follows:
Iterate k =0, 1, . . .
For i = 1, . . . , N : ui = Φi(ui−1, ρk) (8)
For i = N, . . . , 1 : u¯i = ∇uiJ(u, ρk) +
(
∂uiΦ
i+1(ui, ρk)
)T
u¯
i+1 (9)
ρk+1 = ρk −B
−1
k
(
∇ρJ(u, ρk) +
N∑
i=1
(
∂ρΦ
i(ui−1, ρk)
)T
u¯
i
)
, (10)
starting from an initial design ρ0 and utilizing the initial condition u
0 and adjoint termi-
nal condition u¯N+1 = 0. Each outer optimization cycle with the current design ρk first
computes the PDE state in a forward-in-time loop, followed by a backwards-in-time loop
to calculate the adjoint variables. Then, the preconditioned reduced gradient is used to
update the design variable in (10). This algorithm serves as a reference for computing
runtime speedups of the proposed time-parallel One-shot optimization method.
3. Non-intrusive time-parallelization
This section introduces the time-parallelization for the forward- and backward time-
marching loop of the PDE state and the adjoint variables, respectively. To this end,
the parallel-in-time software library XBraid [41] is utilized, which applies a multigrid
reduction in time (MGRIT) algorithm to the forward time-stepping scheme. Time-
parallelization of the backwards-in-time adjoint loop is then described utilizing techniques
from AD applied to MGRIT.
3.1 Multigrid reduction in time
We consider first the forward problem (8), in the linear case for simplicity. This problem
is equivalent to solving the block lower bidiagonal system defined by
Au :=


I
−Φ1 I
. . .
. . .
−ΦN I




u
0
u
1
...
u
N

 , to yield Au =


u
0
0
...
0

 . (11)
Sequential time stepping is simply an O(N) forward sequential solve of (11). MGRIT in-
stead solves (11) with an iterative, O(N), and highly parallel multigrid reduction method
[34, 38].
In practice, the application of Φi also encapsulates any forcing terms, making it an
affine operator. Thus in this setting, and in the more general nonlinear setting, we use the
Full Approximation Storage (FAS) nonlinear multigrid cycling [5] to solve the nonlinear
5
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t0 t1 t2 t3
...
tm
T0 T1
tNt
∆T = mδt
δt
Figure 1. Fine grid (ti) and coarse grid (Tj) for coarsening factor m = 5. The fine points (black) are eliminated
to yield a coarse level (red).
system defined by
A(u, ρ) :=


u
0
Φ1(u0, ρ)− u1
Φ2(u1, ρ)− u2
...
ΦN (uN−1, ρ)− uN

 , to yield A(u, ρ) =


u
0
0
...
0

 . (12)
For a full description of the FAS-based MGRIT algorithm, see [11, 12]. As a summary,
the MGRIT method is derived from approximate block cyclic reduction methods, which
are well-known methods for tridiagonal systems. The time points are decomposed into
red and black points, as depicted in Figure 1. Then, a coarser time level is constructed
by approximately eliminating the block rows and columns in (11) that correspond to the
black points. The result is a smaller problem with the same form as (11), but defined
only at the red points. The cyclic reduction is approximate because the ideal coarse level
time-stepping operator is approximated by using the fine level time stepping scheme Φi,
but rediscretized with the larger coarse level time step size. This is done recursively,
to construct a multilevel hierarchy, where the coarser temporal levels compute error
corrections that accelerate the solution on the fine grid equations in (11).
Complementing the coarse grid error correction is the block Jacobi relaxation scheme
that alternates between the red and black time points. F-relaxation refers to block Jacobi
applied to the block rows corresponding to the black time points, and C-relaxation refers
similarly to block Jacobi over the red time points. FCF-relaxation is then three sweeps
over the F-, C- and then F-points. Movement between the levels is done by injection,
and the order of the levels visited is done using either standard multigrid V-cycles, or
the more powerful F-cycles [38].
We use the XBraid framework [41], which implements MGRIT. XBraid is non-intrusive
due to general user interface functions that allow for the wrapping of existing serial time-
stepping codes that solve (8).
In summary, MGRIT provides an equivalent solution when compared to sequential
time stepping on the finest grid, to within a halting tolerance. Also, both MGRIT and
sequential time stepping are optimal and O(N); however, the constant is higher for
MGRIT, which creates a crossover point. This implies that a certain number of processors
are required to create a speedup with MGRIT [13], and this will be evident in our results.
3.2 MGRIT as a time-parallel fixed-point solver
MGRIT is an iterative solution scheme, and as such, when it converges, it is a fixed-point
scheme. Let uk =
(
u
1
k, . . . ,u
N
k
)
∈ RN×M be the space-time solution after k MGRIT
iterations, and H : RN×M × Rp → RN×M represent the action of one MGRIT iteration,
6
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i.e., one multigrid in time cycle. Then, the forward in time solution process is defined by
for k = 0, 1, . . . : uk+1 = H(uk, ρ). (13)
In the limit as k →∞, if MGRIT is convergent (i.e., contractive),
u = H(u, ρ), where ui = Φi(ui−1, ρ) ∀ i = 1, . . . , N. (14)
MGRIT has been shown to be contractive,
‖∂uH(u, ρ)‖2 ≤ η < 1, (15)
i.e., a fixed-point method in a variety of settings. The work [14] shows contractivity for
linear parabolic problems in a two- and three-level setting. In [8], further exploration is
done showing contractivity for basic linear parabolic and hyperbolic problems, although
we note that hyperbolic problems require a more careful parameter tuning and gen-
erally converge more slowly than for the parabolic case. The recent paper [24] shows
contractivity for two-level MGRIT and a linearized elasticity formulation. While these
results are limited to the linear setting with two- or three-levels, they have been shown
experimentally to be indicative of multilevel results, including for nonlinear problems,
[8, 12, 13, 24].
3.3 Time-parallel adjoint sensitivities
In [19], the XBraid library, which implements MGRIT, has been extended for computing
time-parallel consistent and discrete adjoint sensitivities of the objective function with
respect to design changes. Since changes in ρ induce changes of the objective function J
both explicitly as well as implicitly through the state variable solving u = H(u, ρ), the
total derivative of J can be expressed by
∇ρJ(u, ρ) + (∂ρH(u, ρ))
T
u¯, (16)
where u¯ solves the adjoint equation
u¯ = ∇uJ(u, ρ) + (∂uH(u, ρ))
T
u¯. (17)
Exploiting techniques from AD, the primal MGRIT iterations have been enhanced
with an adjoint iteration that runs backwards through the code collecting the desired
partial derivatives in (16) and (17). The resulting scheme computes time-parallel adjoint
sensitivities alongside the primal time-parallel calculation of the unsteady dynamcis in
the following so-called piggyback iteration:
For k = 0, 1, . . . :
uk+1 = H(uk, ρ) (18)
u¯k+1 = ∇uJ(uk, ρ) + (∂uH(uk, ρ))
T
u¯k, (19)
for a given design ρ. Since H is contractive, the piggyback iteration converges simulta-
neously to the solution of the unsteady PDE as well as the adjoint equations with con-
vergence rate η. However, since the adjoint equation (17) depends on u, it is expected
7
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that the adjoint iterations exhibits a certain time-lag when compared to the primal one
which has been analyzed in [18].
After the piggyback iteration has converged, the adjoint variable u¯ satisfies
u¯ = ∇uJ(u, ρ) + (∂uH(u, ρ))
T
u¯ (20)
⇔ u¯i = ∇uiJ(u, ρ) +
(
∂uiΦ
i+1(ui, ρ)
)T
u¯
i+1 ∀ i = N, . . . , 1. (21)
Thus, the adjoint equations at each time step defined in (6), Section 2, are satisfied.
Similar to the primal XBraid implementation, the XBraid adjoint solver is non-
intrusive in the sense that existing adjoint simulation codes can easily be integrated
through extended user interface routines that define an adjoint time step for solving (9).
4. Simultaneous One-shot optimization
In this section, the piggyback iteration (18)–(19) is integrated into a simultaneous One-
shot optimization framework. To this end, a reformulated optimization problem is con-
sidered that utilizes MGRIT’s fixed-point equation as constraints:
min
u,ρ
J(u, ρ) s.t. u = H(u, ρ). (22)
At any optimal point of (22), the state satisfies the constraint and the gradient of the
objective function with respect to the design is zero. Hence, the following set of equations
hold:
u = H(u, ρ) (23)
u¯ = ∇uJ(u, ρ) + (∂uH(u, ρ))
T
u¯ (24)
0 = ∇ρJ(u, ρ) + (∂ρH(u, ρ))
T
u¯. (25)
Instead of solving these systems exactly and in consecutive order, the simultaneous One-
shot optimization method aims at iteratively solving the whole system in a coupled
iteration for the state, the adjoint and the design variables. In particular, the following
iteration is proposed to find an optimal point satisfying the above equations:
Iterate k = 0,1, . . .
uk+1 = H(uk, ρk) (26)
u¯k+1 = ∇uJ(uk, ρk) + (∂uH(uk, ρk))
T
u¯k (27)
ρk+1 = ρk −B
−1
k
(
∇ρJ(uk, ρk) + (∂ρH(uk, ρk))
T
u¯k
)
, (28)
starting from some initial guess on the design ρ0, the state u0 and the adjoint variable
u¯0. The above One-shot iteration performs updates of all three variables in a coupled
iteration based on their current approximations. Thus, instead of exactly solving for
the state and the adjoint variables before each design change, the One-shot method
performs design updates that are based on the inexact reduced gradient. The first two
lines (26) and (27) form one piggyback iteration which is executed in parallel across the
time domains. The last line (28), however, involves communication over all processors in
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order to collect and add up the desired sensitivity and broadcast the new design to the
time domains.
The preconditioning matrix B−1k in (28) needs to compensate for the inexactness of the
unsteady dynamics during optimization in order to ensure convergence of the One-shot
method. It is therefore proposed in [20], and with further simplification in [3], to search
for the descent of an augmented Lagrangian function
La(u, u¯, ρ) =
α
2
‖H(u, ρ)− u‖2 + J(u, ρ) + (u¯)T (H(u, ρ)− u) , (29)
where the weighted residual of the state equation has been added to the Lagrangian
function with α > 0. If α is big enough, in particular if
α >
2l
1− η
, (30)
where η < 1 is the contractivity rate of the MGRIT fixed-point iteration and l quantifies
the adjoint time lag with ‖u¯k+1 − u¯k‖ ≤ l‖uk+1 − uk‖, then L
a is an exact penalty
function such that optimal points of the optimization problem coincide with minima of
La. Further, it can be shown that if the preconditioner Bk approximates the Hessian
of La, each One-shot iteration (26) – (28) yields descent on La. Hence, the One-shot
method converges to an optimal point.
Consequently, a suitable preconditioner can be approximated numerically using low-
rank update schemes (e.g. BFGS) that are based on the gradient of the augmented
Lagrangian. Quantifying α, however, might be somewhat critical as the contractivity
rate η may not be known in advance. It is therefore a common approach to use BFGS
updates based on the reduced gradient, instead of the gradient of La. While this choice
corresponds to setting α = 0, convergence has already been observed numerically [4].
5. Numerical Results
The time-parallel One-shot method is applied to an inverse design problem subject to an
advection-dominated model problem. The model problem is chosen such that it mimics
flow dynamics past cylindrical bluff bodies at low Reynolds numbers. The near wake
behind bluff bodies is dominated by a recirculation zone where regular periodic vortices
are forming. Those vortices then shed into the far wake where they slowly dissipate [40].
The two dynamical zones are mimicked by the following approaches. In the near wake,
a nonlinear ODE exhibiting self-excited oscillations is utilized, namely the Van-der-Pol
oscillator [26, 27]. The far wake is modeled by an advection-diffusion equation whose
upstream boundary condition is determined by the oscillating ODE mimicking the near
wake.
The modeling equations under consideration then read
∂tv(t, x) + a∂xv(t, x) − µ∂xxv(t, x) = 0 ∀x ∈ (0, 1), t ∈ (0, T ) (31)
v(t, 0) − µ∂xv(t, 0) = z(t) ∀t ∈ (0, T ) (32)
∂xxv(t, 1) = 0 ∀t ∈ (0, T ) (33)
v(0, x) = 1 ∀x ∈ [0, 1], (34)
where the advection term dominates with a = 1 and a small diffusion term with µ = 10−5
9
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is added. The upstream boundary z(t) is determined through the Van-der-Pol oscillator:
(
∂tz(t)
∂tw(t)
)
=
(
w(t)
−z(t) + ρ
(
1− z(t)2
)
w(t)
)
∀t ∈ (0, T ), (35)
using the initial condition z(0) = w(0) = 1. Here, the design parameter ρ > 0 determines
the magnitude of the amplitude of the Van-der-Pol oscillator.
In order to set up an optimization problem, we choose a tracking type objective
function that minimizes the discrepancy of the space-time averaged state u(t, x) :=
(z(t), w(t), v(t, x))T to a prescribed value atarget:
J =
1
2
(
1
T
∫ T
0
‖u(t, ·)‖2 dt− atarget
)2
+
γ
2
‖ρ‖2, (36)
where a regularization term has been added with γ = 10−6. The target value atarget is
computed in advance using a parameter ρtarget = 3.
The time domain is discretized into N = 60000 time steps on the finest time level
with ti = i∆t for i = 1, . . . , N and ∆t = 0.0005 giving the final time tN = 30. The
implicit Crank-Nicolson time-marching scheme approximates the transient term while
the spatial derivatives are approximated with a second order linear upwind scheme for
the advection and central finite differences for the diffusive term. The spatial grid is
chosen as xl = l∆x, l = 1, . . . , L with ∆x = 0.01, L = 100.
At each time step, functional iterations are applied to solve the resulting nonlinear
equations for ui := (zi, wi, vi1, . . . , v
1
L) ∈ R
2+L. These iterations are wrapped into the
time-stepping function Φi required by the XBraid interface. The desired partial deriva-
tives of Φi and J that are needed in the adjoint interface are generated using the AD-
Software CoDiPack [6, 37]. The time-grid hierarchy for MGRIT uses a coarsening factor
of m = 4 and a maximum of three time-grid levels.
As a first step, the piggyback iteration has been implemented that solves the state
and adjoint equations in time-parallel for a fixed design ρ = 2. Figure 2 shows the
relative decrease in the state and adjoint residuals, ‖uk+1 − uk‖2 and ‖u¯k+1 − u¯k‖2. As
expected, both residuals drop simultaneously while the adjoint iterates exhibit a certain
time lag. Strong scaling results are presented in Figure 3. It can be seen that speedup
over the time-serial state and adjoint solvers is achieved if more that 16 processors for
time-parallelization are used. At 128 processors in time, a speedup of about 3.15 and
3.48 for the state and the adjoint, respectively, has been achieved.
As a next step, the parallel-in-time One-shot iteration integrates design updates into
the piggyback iteration. The reduced gradient is preconditioned with a constant matrix
Bk = θI using a constant step-size of θ = 0.9 which was observed to yield sufficient
descent on the Lagrange function.
Figure 4 plots the optimization history of the One-shot method. The reduced gradient
drops simultaneously with the relative state and adjoint residuals. A total number of 22
iterations is needed before the stopping criterion on the norm of the reduced gradient
of 10−7 is reached. At that point, the state and adjoint residuals have been reduced
sufficiently and the objective function has leveled out at the order of the regularization
term.
In order to investigate the benefits of a parallel-in-time One-shot method, two reduced-
space optimization methods are implemented. The first one is the conventional time-serial
reduced-space optimization algorithm as in (8) - (10). It employs the time-serial forward
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Figure 2. Relative drop of primal and adjoint residuals during piggyback iteration using the primal and adjoint
XBraid solvers.
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Figure 3. Strong scaling results for primal and adjoint time-parallelization during piggyback iterations. Grey
dashed lines denote runtimes of the corresponding time-serial forward and backward state and adjoint time-
stepping schemes.
and backward time-marching scheme for the state and adjoint variables in each iteration
of an outer optimization loop. The second reduced-space optimization algorithm replaces
the forward and backward time-marching schemes with the time-parallel state and adjoint
MGRIT iterations. However, in contrast to the time-parallel One-shot method, it fully
recovers a state and adjoint solution after each design update. This test case demonstrates
the additional benefit of implementing the simultaneous optimization approach in a One-
shot setting. Both reduced-space approaches utilize the same preconditioning matrix
Bk = θI, θ = 0.9 and the same stopping criterion of 10
−7 on the norm of the reduced
gradient.
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Figure 4. Optimization history of the parallel-in-time One-shot iteration.
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Figure 5. Strong scaling results for time-parallel One-shot optimization and time-parallel as well as time-serial
reduced-space optimization.
Figure 5 compares runtimes of the three optimization approaches for increasing num-
bers of processors used for time-parallelization. The conventional time-serial optimization
serves as a baseline as it is limited to one processor in time – analogous to the situation
where a spatially parallel code has reached its strong scaling limit. Both time-parallel
approaches display the same slope for runtime reduction. However, the crossover point
where the time-parallel approach yields a speedup over the time-serial approach is dras-
tically reduced when using the simultaneous One-shot method. Here, speedup of the
time-parallel One-shot method over the conventional time-serial optimization is achieved
utilizing only 4 processors for time-parallelization. Compared to the crossover point of
the pure simulation in Figure 3, this further indicates that the time-parallel simultaneous
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Table 1. Speedup for the time-parallel One-shot method as well as
the time-parallel reduced-space optimization compared to conven-
tional time-serial reduced-space optimization.
cores runtime speedup
time-serial reduced-space optim. 1 199 sec 1.0
time-parallel reduced-space optim. 256 47 sec 4.2
time-parallel One-shot optim. 256 10 sec 19.0
Table 2. Runtime overhead of optimization compared to pure time-serial
simulation.
cores runtime Optim./Sim.
Simulation 1 1.6 sec 1.0
Time-serial reduced-space optim. 1 199 sec 124.4
Time-parallel reduced-space optim. 256 47 sec 29.4
Time-parallel One-shot optim. 256 10 sec 6.3
optimization approach potentially provides speedup in cases where the pure time-parallel
simulation approach fails to do so.
Runtime speedups when using 256 processors for time parallelization are listed in
Table 1. The time-parallel reduced-space optimization achieves a speedup of 4.2 over the
conventional method, which is at the same order as the reported speedup for the time-
parallel state and adjoint computations. Beyond that, the One-shot framework yields
an additional speedup factor of approximately 5 over the time-parallel reduced-space
method. Compared to the conventional time-serial optimization, a total speedup of 19 is
achieved for the parallel-in-time One-shot method.
Table 2 compares the corresponding overhead factors of the optimization runtimes
over the runtime of a pure time-serial simulation. The time-parallel One-shot algorithms
reduces the total overhead significantly such that an optimization process can be achieved
at the cost of only 6.3 times the cost of the original time-serial simulation solver.
6. Conclusion
A non-intrusive framework for reducing the runtime of conventional gradient-based opti-
mization algorithms for unsteady PDE-constrained optimization has been derived. The
new framework applies parallel-in-time MGRIT iterations to the forward and backward
time integration loops of the unsteady PDE and the adjoint equations, respectively, and
integrates those into a simultaneous One-shot optimization approach. In this approach,
design updates are employed after each state and adjoint update, based on a precon-
ditioned inexact gradient. Since the parallel-in-time approach offers the possibility to
distribute workload onto multiple processors along the time domain, speedup over the
conventional time-serial methods can be achieved through greater concurrency. Addition-
ally, solving the unsteady dynamics iteratively with MGRIT enables the simultaneous
One-shot optimization method to further reduce the runtime by applying design up-
dates already at an early stage of the simulation process. The parallel-in-time One-shot
method is non-intrusive to existing primal forward and adjoint backward time-stepping
schemes such that transitioning from a conventional time-serial optimization algorithm
requires only minimal additional coding. The benefit of the new framework has been
demonstrated on an advection-dominated model problem. Here, a speedup of 19 using
256 processors in time has been achieved when compared to a conventional time-serial
13
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optimization algorithm. This demonstrates the potential of the proposed method.
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